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Mia Ardito Máire Witt O’Neill

Mia+Máire
collaborative twosome (artist)

Studio Artists in The Studio, video still, 2016

Mia on set (in Tati) shooting, 
production still, 2015                                                                                               

Máire on set (in Flip) directing 
interview, production still, 
2015

(artist)

Soft Pants Studios 
Worldwide is the name of 
the television production 
and corporate network 
that produces television, 
web content, products, 
installations and events.
softpantsstudios.com                                                                                        


Sad Girls Club TV Seasons 1-4 (2010-2015) 
is a conceptual surreality video series that 
documents the interpersonal drama of a 
group of girls under the influence of 
alcohol and television culture. 
The use of the term ‘girl’ does not come from an 
adherence to a binary construction of gender or age. 
A ‘sad girl’ regurgitates reality television and 
explores what it means to be a person under the 
scrutiny of contemporary media.  

Women on Women is a sister network 
under the SPSW umbrella. WoW is a 
“platform for critical discussions with 
women in media that looks at the 
phenomenon of reality television through 
feminist lenses.” 

Is reality TV a guilty pleasure or 
just guilty?

Femocratic Panel Discussion, 
Chicago, 2016

Television Special,Discussion of SGCTV, 
2013

Mad Girls Club TV (forthcoming) is a 
surreality series set on the cusp of 
global climate crisis where pairs of 
environmentalists, survivalists and 
doomsday preppers are inserted in the 
unprofitable and, now, abandoned 
Donald J. Trump State Park—foraging 
his capital excess for resources. 
Without clothing, food, shelter or 
supplies they must test their skills and 
their commitment to the environment 
by cleaning up and “rewilding” while 
trying to survive.  How will they 
reconcile the needs of the individual, 
the problems of individualism, their 
desire to save the earth and the 
necessity of sustainable practices? 

SGCtv I: Nadine        SGCtv I: Red

SGCtv II: G- Str¿ng
        

SGCtv II: Tiki Barge

SGCtv III: Rachel

SGCtv IV: aka Flip 
Cup

SGCtv III: Bunny

SGCtv VI : Tati

Drew Kind Katherine Teller Jones

Mapping the Mia+Máire ParaFiction
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